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Abstract
A nite dierence method and Gauss method of numerical integration are used to approximate the integro-dierential
system of Eq. (1) with the global error z(h) = O(h4). The resulting system of algebraic equations is solved by ecient
implicit iterations. A Mathematica module is designed for the purpose of testing and using the method. An example of an
integral{dierential equation with the Green’s function as the kernel is solved. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction







K(x; s)u(s) ds= g(x; u); a6x6b (1)
with the boundary conditions
u(a) = u0; u(b) = un+1;
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where u(x) = (u(1)(x); u(2)(x); : : : ; u(p)(x)) is the unknown vector function. Here, the given quantities




K11(x; s) K12(x; s)    K1p(x; s)
K21(x; s) K22(x; s)    K2p(x; s)
                       
Kp1(x; s) Kp2(x; s)    Kpp(x; s)
3
777775 ;
the diagonal matrix  = diagonal((1); (2); : : : ; (p)) with the entries (q)>0; q = 1; 2; : : : ; p; and the
vector function g(x; u) = (g(1)(x; u); g(2)(x; u); : : : ; g(p)(x; u)).
We shall consider Eq. (1) under the following assumptions on existence and uniqueness of the
solution u(x) (cf. [4, p. 326; 5, p. 216]):
(a) the function g(x; q); q=(q(1); q(2); : : : ; q(p)) 2 Rp is continuous and has continuous partial deriva-
tive, such that, the Jacobian matrix J (g) is nonpositive denite, that is
(J (g); )60
for all real = (1; 2; : : : ; p);





(K(x; s)(x); (s)) dx ds> 0





jK(x; s)j2 ds dx<1:
Let us note that under assumptions (a) and (b) Eq. (1) has no more than one solution. Indeed,
















(K(x; s)z(s); z(x)) ds dx =
Z b
a
(J (g)z(x); z(x)) dx:
Hence, by assumptions (a) and (b), we obtain z(x) = 0 for x 2 [a; b] and (q)>0; q= 1; 2; : : : ; p:
There is a lot of literature on application of the nite dierence method to integro-dierential
equations. (cf. [1,2,4{6]). Here, we shall present O(h4) convergent nite dierence method (cf. [3])
combined with Gauss method of numerical integration to solve the integro-dierential system of
Eq. (1). The nite dierence scheme under consideration has O(h4) local truncation error at most
interior mesh points and O(h2) local truncation error at the two points x1 and xn neighbouring the
ends of the interval [a; b]. It is shown that the global error of the method is O(h4) at most interior
mesh points, although the local truncation error is O(h2) at points x1 and xn. An ecient algorithm
and its implementation in Mathematica is proposed to solve the system of algebraic equations (6)
associated with the nite dierence scheme (4).
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2. O(h4) nite dierence scheme













n+1; q= 1; 2; : : : ; p;
(2)






w(q)i−1 − 2wi + w(q)i+1
h2
; i = 1; n;
−w(q)i−2 + 16w(q)i−1 − 30w(q)i + 16w(q)i+1 − w(q)i+2
12h2
; i = 2; 3; : : : ; n− 1
and the local truncation error












; i = 2; 3; : : : ; n− 1:








we apply the Gauss method of numerical integration spanned on the three knots









; j1 = xj +
h
2










which belong to the subinterval [xj; xj+1]; j = 0; 1; : : : ; n.






fK(xi; )w(r)()g; for certain  2 (a; b);
provided that the kernel K(x; s) is 6 times continuously dierentiable.




2 ; we shall replace w
(r)(s) by its interpolating cubic
polynomial c(r)(w; s)) on each subinterval [xk ; xk+3], so thatZ b
a
Kqr(xi; s)w(r)(s) ds= P
(qr)



























(r)(w; ( j)2 )

and the local truncation error e(qr)i  O(h4):
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Combining (2) and (3), we arrive at the following system of algebraic equations:
− Lhv(q)i + (q)
pX
r=1
P(qr)i (c(v)) = g
(q)(xi; vi); i = 1; 2; : : : ; n (4)
for q= 1; 2; : : : ; p, with the total truncation error
	(q)i (h) =  
(q)




O(h2); i = 1; n;
O(h4); i = 2; 3; : : : ; n− 1:
(5)
We shall write Eq. (4) in the following matrix form:
Mv(q) + (q)P(q)(c(v)) = G(q)(v); q= 1; 2; : : : ; p; (6)
where v= (v(1); v(2); : : : ; v(p)); v(q) = (v(q)1 ; v
(q)
2 ; : : : ; v
(q)
n ); The operator P
(q) = (P(q)1 ; P
(q)
2 ; : : : ; P
(q)
n ); and the
right-hand sides G(q) = (G(q)1 ; G
(q)
2 ; : : : ; G
(q)









P(qr)i ; i = 1; n;
pX
r=1














if i = 2;














24 −12 0 0 0 0    0 0
−16 30 −16 1 0 0    0 0
1 −16 30 −16 1 0    0 0










0 0 0 0 0 0    30 −16
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Solving system of Eq. (6), we obtain the approximate solution v in the form of a table. Also, we
shall consider the approximate solution in the form of the interpolating polynomial Qh(x) spanned
on the points fxi; vig; i = 0; 1; : : : ; n+ 1; (see Examples 1 and 2).
Now, we shall state and prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1. If assumptions (a) and (b) are satised and the kernel K(x; s) is six times continuously
dierentiable then the approximate solution Qh(x) converges to the solution u(x) and global error
zh(x) = u(x)− Qh(x) satises the inequality
k zh k6Ch4;










1; x 2 [a+ h; b− h];
h2; x 2 [a; a+ h] ‘ [b− h; b]:








K(x; s)zh(s) ds= g(x; zh + Qh)− g(x; Qh) +	(x; h): (7)
Here, the local truncation error







satises relation (5) at the knots xi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n: Indeed, we can express the truncation error in
terms of h as follows:
	(xi; h) = g(xi; vi) + Lhvi − 
Z b
a




− Lhvi + 
Z b
a
K(xi; s)[c(v; s)− Qh(s)] ds
=
(
O(h2); i = 1; n;
O(h4); i = 2; 3; : : : ; n− 1:
(8)
Let us put in (7)
g(x; zh + Qh)− g(x; zh) = @g(x; zh + Qh)@u zh(x)
for certain  2 (0; 1):
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((x; h)	(x; h); zh(x)) dx; (9)




By assumption (a), the product









(K(x; s)zh(s); (x; h)zh(x)) ds dx>0:














((x; h)	h(x); zh(x)) dx:













((x; h)zh(x); zh(x)) dx = (b− a)kzhk2;
we get the global error estimate
kzhk6Ch4;
where the generic constant C is independent of h.
3. Implicit iterative method
We shall solve Eq. (6) using the following iterations (cf. [8,9]):
Mv(q;m+1) = F (q)(v(;m)); m= 0; 1; : : : ; (10)
where
F (q)(v(;m)) = G(q)(v(;m))− (q)P(q)(v(;m))
and
v(;m) = (v(1;m); v(2;m); : : : ; v(p;m)); v(q;m) = (v(q;m)1 ; v
(q;m)
2 ; : : : ; v
(q;m)
n ):
Clearly, to compute v(q;m+1); q = 1; 2; : : : ; p; the system of linear equations with the pentadiagonal
matrix M must be solved at each iteration. Such a system of linear equations can be solved by the
optimal algorithm based on the following factorization of the matrix M (cf. [7]):
M = SM0;





2 −1 0 0    0 0 0
−1 2 −1 0    0 0 0









0 0 0 0    −1 2 −1







12 0 0 0    0 0 0
−1 14 −1 0    0 0 0









0 0 0 0    −1 14 −1




Thus, matrix equation (10), for xed q, splits into the following two decoupled systems of equations
with tri-diagonal matrices M0 and S:
SV (q;m+1) = F (q)(v(;m)); M0v(q;m+1) = V (q;m+1): (11)
Both the tri-diagonal matrices in (11) are diagonally dominant, and so, each of the two systems
can be successfully solved by Gauss elimination, the total number of arithmetic operations being
8n − 3. This number is less by 11n − 14 operations, when Gauss elimination is directly applied to
the pentagonal system of Eq. (10).
Solving the rst system of equations in (11) by Gauss elimination, we obtain the following upper
diagonal system of equations:




V (q;m+1)i − iV (q;m+1)i+1 = F^
(q)
i (v
(;m)); i = 2; 3; : : : ; 2n− 2; (12)
































14− i−1 ; i = 2; 3; 4;
i   = 7− 4
p
3;
ji − j6 1169i j0 − j< 8:8  10
−11; i>5:
Hence, we compute the solution V (q;m+1)
V (q;m+1)2n−1 = F^
(q)
2n−1;




i+1 ; i = 2n− 2; 2n− 3; : : : ; 1:
To solve the second system of equations in (11), we apply Gauss elimination again to obtain the
following upper diagonal system of equations:
v(q;m+1)1 − 1v(q;m+1)2 = F
(q)
1 ;
v(q;m+1)i − iv(q;m+1)i+1 = F
(q)
i ; i = 2; 3; : : : ; 2n− 2; (13)
v(q;m+1)2n−2 − 2n−1v(q;m+1)2n−1 = F
(q)
2n−1;




; Fi = [V
(q;m+1)
i + Fi−1]i; i = 2; 3; : : : ; 2n− 1







; i = 2; 3; : : : ; 2n− 1:









i+1 ; i = 2n− 2; 2n− 3; : : : ; 1:
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Table 1

























K(x; s)u(s) ds= e−u(x) (14)
with the boundary value conditions
u(0) = 0; u(1) = 1:
Solving Eq. (14) by Mathematica module solveIDE, we input data
jan[x ,s ]:=ffIf[s<= x,(1-x)s,x(1-s)]gg;
g[x ,u ]:=fExp[-u[[1]]]g; lamb= f1g;
Next, we execute the Mathematica module
dane= solveIDE[g,1,0,1,9,bound-> ff0,1gg]
to obtain the numerical solution given in Table 1.
For some applications, it is convenient to have the approximate solution in the form of an inter-
polating polynomial Qh(x) spanned on the points (xi; vi); i=0; 1; : : : ; n+1; when n is relatively small
(n610). For large n an interpolating polynomial can be highly oscillating and, because of round-o
errors accumulation, may lead to a large residual error. In such a case, we can select some points
from the table of solution v as the interpolating knots.
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we obtain the interpolating polynomial
Q10(x) = 1:33009x − 0:494659x2 + 0:220674x3 + 0:0126728x4 − 0:280819x5
+ 0:557295x6 − 0:682864x7 + 0:524471x8 − 0:23203x9 + 0:0451729x10:
The global error zh(x) = u(x)− Q10(x) estimate given in Theorem 1 is associated with the residual
error 	(x; h). We can compute the residual error by the command resError[g,1,9], when the
following module resError is active:









Let us observe that the residual error corresponds to the global error u(x)−Q10(x)  0:0001=O(h4),
for h= 0:1. Also, we note that the residual error is greater at the neighbouring points x1 and xn to
the ends of the interval [0; 1], since, then, the local truncation error is O(h2) (see Table 1).
















[K21(x; s)u(1)(s) + K22(x; s)u(2)(s)] ds=−4u(2) + sin u(1)
with the boundary value conditions
u(1)(0) = 1; u(1)(1) = 0; u(2)(0) = 0; u(2)(1) = 1;
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Table 2
x u1 u2 Residual error
0 1 0 | |
0.1 0.82659 0.07302 0.008499 0.010906
0.2 0.67679 0.14521 0.000211 0.000803
0.3 0.54604 0.21658 −0:000070 0.000071
0.4 0.43089 0.28886 −0:000144 −0:000131
0.5 0.32894 0.36537 −0:000071 −0:000145
0.6 0.23875 0.45060 0.000108 −0:000136
0.7 0.15986 0.55002 0.000370 −0:000094
0.8 0.09279 0.66991 0.000713 0.000165
0.9 0.03894 0.81731 −0:006118 0.005185











(x − s) x + s
9>>=
>>; :
Solving this example in Mathematica, we input data and invoke the module solveIDE by executing
the following commands:
jan[x ,s ]:=ffx+s,(x-s)/2g; f(x-s)/2,x+sgg;
lamb= f1,0.5g;
g[x ,u ]:=f-4 u[[1]]+Cos[Pi u[[2]]],-4 u[[2]]+Sin[Pi u[[1]]]g;
N[dane= solveIDE[g,2,0,1,9,bound-> ff1,0g; f0,1gg]]
Then, we obtain the numerical solution given in Table 2.
In order to nd the approximate solution in the form of interpolating polynomials, we execute the
commands intPol[9,2]. Then, we obtain the following list:
fQ(1)10 ; Q(2)10 g= f1− 1:86988x + 1:45344x2 − 0:974229x3 + 0:0960136x4 + 1:18659x5
− 2:13602x6 + 2:10804x7 − 1:14278x8 + 0:327866x9 − 0:0490289x10;
0:730955x + 0:0142738x2 − 0:191921x3 − 0:578276x4 + 4:01799x5
− 7:32021x6 + 8:11423x7 − 5:7081x8 + 2:35382x9 − 0:432764x10g:
We compute the residual errors by the command resError[g,2,9] (see Table 2). Let us note that
the residual errors correspond to the global errors of the method fu1(x) − Q(1)10 (x); u2(x) − Q(2)10 g 
f0:0001; 0:0001g for h= 0:1:
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Mathematica module solveIDE
Options[solveIDE] = f bound -> homogeneous,
iters -> twong ;
solveIDE[g , p , a , b , n , opts ] := Module[
f h, x, boundary,w0, v0, iterNumber, beta,
gamma,solution, bcorrections, useboundary,
solve3, solve5, oneStep g,
h = (b-a)/(n+1);
x = Table [ N[a + i h], fi, 1, ng ];





iterNumber = iters/.foptsg /.Options[solveIDE];
beta=f0g;
Do[AppendTo[beta, 1/(14-Last[beta]) ], f3g ];
Do[AppendTo[beta, N[7 - 4 Sqrt[3]] ], fn-3g ];
gamma=Table [i/(i+1), fi, 1, ng ];
bcorrections=Table [
f f 12h^2 boundary[[q,1]],
- h^2boundary[[q,1]]g,f-h^2boundary[[q,2]],
12h^2boundary[[q,2]]g g /h^2, fq,1,pg ];
useboundary[f , bcorr ]:=Join[Take[f,2] +
bcorr[[1]],Take[f, f3,-3g ],
Take[f,-2] + bcorr[[2]]];







fw= solve3[f, 12, beta]g,
solve3[w, 2, gamma] ];
cab[i ,q ,r ,vv ]:=Module[fks0,ks1,ks2,ma g,
ks0=-Sqrt [3/5]; ks1=0; ks2=Sqrt[3/5];
N[Sum[5/9 jan[a+i h,a+j h+(1+ks0) h/2][[q,r]]
((1-ks0)vv[[r,j+1]]+(1+ks0)vv[[r,j+2]])+
8/9 jan[a+i h,a+j h+(1-ks1) h/2][[q,r]] 
((1-ks1)vv[[r,j+1]]+(1+ks1)vv[[r,j+2]])+
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calka[ ii ,qq ,ww ]:=Sum[cab[ii,qq,rr,ww],frr,1,pg ];
gaussint[i ,q ,r ,vv ]:=Module[f g,
m3=Mod[n+1,3];
last4=If[m3==0, n-1,n-m3-1];
integrandValues[k , y ]:=Module[
fintpoints, intpol, integrand, c=Sqrt [3/5]g,
intpoints = Table [fa+(j-1)h,y[[j]]g, fj,k,k+3g ];





(5/9) integrand/.s->xj+(1+c) h/2 g ],











kcalka[i ,q ,ww ]:=Sum[gaussint[i,q,r,ww],fr,1,pg ];










solution = Nest[oneStep, v0, iterNumber];
PrependTo[solution, x];
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With[ f initialag =
Prepend[Table [boundary[[q,1]],
fq,1,pg ],a], endb=
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